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ABSTRACT

The determination of the emitter saturation current density J0e of symmetrical test structures, analyzed by injection-

dependent lifetime spectroscopy (IDLS), in high as well as in low injection regimes is compared. A detailed investigation of

the influence of different models for the Auger recombination on the evaluation of the measured minority carrier lifetime is

performed. It can be concluded that a good agreement for the extraction of J0e under high and low injection conditions for

lightly and highly doped emitters on textured and untextured surfaces was obtained if the Auger parameterization of Kerr

et al. is applied. For deep-diffused emitter profiles on textured surfaces a significant increase of J0e well above the

geometrical surface area ratio of untextured and textured surfaces of 1.7 was observed. A verification of the experimentally

determined values for J0e is performed by numerical device simulations. The simulated surface recombination velocity for

the investigated emitter doping profiles is in good agreement to analytical calculations. Copyright # 2010 John Wiley &

Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of the saturation current density of lightly and

relatively highly doped emitters J0e is essential for the

design and optimization of high efficiency silicon solar

cells. In order to reach high efficiencies, a selective emitter

is normally applied, consisting of a local highly doped

emitter underneath the front grid fingers to reduce the

recombination in the contact area as well as the contact

resistance, and a lightly doped shallow emitter in between

in order to reduce the overall emitter recombination and to

achieve a good surface passivation quality. Several

investigations for highly and lightly doped phosphorus

and boron diffused emitters have been carried out for

different doping profiles and passivation layers to reduce

the minority carrier recombination at the surface [1–8].

The determination of J0e can be accomplished by

means of the injection-dependent lifetime spectroscopy

(IDLS). The measurement of the minority carrier lifetime of

diffused silicon wafers has been carried out by the

quasi-steady-state photoconductance technique (QSSPC)

in the quasi-steady-state illumination mode [9]. Currently,

this method is widely used in case of lightly doped silicon

substrates to extract J0e from the bulk recombination of

symmetrical test structures (see Figure 1) [10]. The only

assumption which has to be made is a suitable parameter-

ization of the Auger recombination in high injection regimes.

When using highly doped silicon substrates, the determi-

nation of J0e strongly depends on the bulk recombination

[11,12]. Nevertheless, assuming that for high carrier

lifetime material the Shockley–Read–Hall recombination

can be neglected, it is possible to express the bulk

recombination in terms of Auger recombination.

The focus of this study is to compare the extraction of

J0e from the bulk recombination under high and low

injection conditions and to show the impact of different

models for the Auger recombination [13–16] on J0e.
Alternatively, the determination of J0e for the investigated
emitter profiles by numerical device simulations based on

the measured effective minority carrier lifetime curves is
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introduced and compared to the experimental determi-

nation of J0e at high and low injections. The correlation

between J0e and the phosphorus doping concentration at

the surface is shown for samples with textured and

untextured surfaces. Based on analytical calculations and

numerical device simulations, the corresponding surface

recombination velocities S0 are compared.

2. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The silicon substrates used within the scope of this

investigation have been prepared by Glunz et al. [4] The
wafers are boron-doped and float-zone grown with a

<100> surface crystal orientation. The substrates have a

specific base resistivity rbase of about 0.5V cm and

100V cm for the investigations in low and high injection

regimes, respectively, and are 250mm thick. After RCA

cleaning, the phosphorus diffusions were carried out in a

tube furnace with a POCl3 liquid source for a duration of

30min. The diffusion temperatures T were varied from

8108C to 8708C. After the emitter diffusion, a drive-in step

for 30min at the same temperature in an argon atmosphere

was applied. For the surface passivation, the phosphorus

silicate glass was removed and a dry oxidation at a

temperature of 10508C for 25–40min was carried out,

resulting in an oxide thickness of around 105 nm. This was

followed by a post-oxidation anneal at 10508C for 20 or

120min in an argon atmosphere. The same process

sequences were also applied for samples with textured

surfaces (inverted pyramids). The inverted pyramids were

prepared by structuring a thermally grown silicon oxide

with photolithography and subsequently etching the silicon

in a KOH etching solution. The samples finally received a

low temperature hydrogenation treatment at 4258C for

25min in a forming gas ambient, consisting of

5% H2þ 95% N2.

The profiles of the diffusions were Gaussian-like and the

emitter sheet resistances were in the range of 16V/& to

290V/&. The diffusion profiles were determined by the

stripping-Hall method on untextured surfaces, shown in

Figure 2, and the emitter sheet resistances Rsheet of the

diffused emitters were measured on untextured surfaces by

the four-point probe technique. The depths of the p-n
junctions were relatively deep due to the high-temperature

post-oxidation anneal and are in the range of 1.0–1.8mm.

Post-oxidation anneal times of 120min are resulting in

profiles with very low phosphorus doping concentrations at

the surface and even deeper p-n junctions. For example, the

emitter with a sheet resistances of 220V/& is nearly 1.5mm
deep compared to the emitter created at the same diffusion

temperature but with a post-oxidation anneal of only 20min.

3. METHODS FOR THE
DETERMINATION OF THE
EMITTER SATURATION CURRENT
DENSITY UNDER HIGH AND LOW
INJECTION CONDITIONS

3.1. High injection regimes

In high injection regimes, where Dn>>Ndop, the

recombination in the emitter region can be distinguished

from the bulk recombination due to the injection level

dependence of the minority carrier lifetime in the emitter

region and of the bulk. The extraction of J0e can be

performed by taking into account that the Auger

recombination is nonlinearly dependent on the excess

carrier density, illustrated in Figure 3, whereas the emitter

recombination increases linearly with the excess carrier

density [12]. At high-level injections, the radiative

recombination and the Shockley–Read–Hall recombina-

tion in the bulk play no significant role when high minority

carrier lifetime material is used. In this case, the bulk

minority carrier lifetime is dominated by the Auger

recombination whereas the emitter region is still in low

injection regimes due to the high doping concentrations.

By plotting the inverse effective minority carrier

lifetime reduced by the inverse Auger carrier lifetime

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the investigated symmetrical

test structures for injection-dependent lifetime spectroscopy

and the determination of the saturation current density of the

diffused emitters.

Figure 2. Doping profiles and corresponding emitter sheet

resistances for the diffused phosphorus emitters. The diffusion

temperatures are shown in brackets and, unless otherwise

noted, are for post-oxidation anneal times of 20min.
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versus the excess carrier density, it is possible to extract J0e,
which is directly proportional to the slope of the resulting

curve [10]. The corresponding equation is

1

teff
� 1

tAuger
¼ 1

tSRH
þ 2J0e

qn2i W
Ndop þ Dn
� �

(1)

where at high-level injections the term in brackets

simplifies to Dn. The only assumption which has to be

made for determining J0e is a suitable parameterization of

the Auger recombination in high injection regimes with

theoretical models, such as presented by Kerr et al. [13],
Schmidt et al. [14], Glunz et al. [15], and Sinton et al.
[16]z.

The resulting curves of the Auger-corrected effective

carrier lifetime versus the excess carrier density of the

different models for the Auger recombination are shown in

Figure 4 for an untextured sample with an emitter sheet

resistance of 130V/&. For a defined range of excess carrier

densities between Dn1¼ 3� 1015 cm�3 and Dn2¼ 5�
1016 cm�3, fulfilling the requirement of high injection

regimes, the slope of the straight lines result in different

values for J0e. This is due to the applied models for the

Auger recombination. The variation of the excess carrier

density range also affects the accuracy of the linear fit of

the curves. The determined values for J0e are in the range of
4–7 fA/cm2 for the model of Schmidt et al., and 13–16 fA/

cm2 for the model of Glunz et al. as well as for the model of

Sinton et al. and 16 fA/cm2 for the model Kerr et al.

With the model of Kerr et al., Glunz et al., and Sinton

et al., the extraction of J0e can be performed when the

excess carrier density is one order of magnitude higher than

the substrate doping concentration. In this case nearly the

same values for J0e are determined for the different models.

Additionally, the model of Kerr et al. can be applied at

much higher injection levels due to the linearity over a wide

range of excess carrier densities.With themodel of Schmidt

et al., a nonlinear behavior over a wide range can be

observed. In this case, an accurate fit is nearly impossible.

However, this behavior is not observed for samples with a

highly doped emitter. For lowly doped emitters, much lower

values for J0e are determined with the model of Schmidt

et al. than with the model of Kerr et al., Glunz et al., and
Sinton et al. In this study, the Auger parameterization of

Kerr et al. is applied as a wide range of excess carrier

densities can be used to extract J0e accurately.
It is worth mentioning that the carrier lifetime

measurements were performed at a temperature of 308C.
However, the measured quantity J0e /qn2i has no

temperature dependence x. Therefore, the results can be

reported at a temperature of 258C corresponding to the

intrinsic carrier concentration ni of 8.79� 109 cm�3

(neglecting the doping dependence due to bandgap

narrowing) which has been calculated as proposed by

Green [17]. This is in contrast to former reported values of

ni used for the determination of J0e by our group [18,19].

3.2. Low injection regimes

In low injection regimes, where Dn<<Ndop, the recom-

bination in the emitter region cannot be distinguished from

Figure 4. Inverse effective carrier lifetime reduced by inverse

Auger carrier lifetime versus excess carrier density for different

parameterizations of the Auger recombination. In high injection

regimes the model of Glunz et al. and Sinton et al. are equal.

Figure 3. Measured effective carrier lifetime (circles) versus

excess carrier density for a p-type float-zone silicon sample with

a substrate resistivity of 100V cm (Ndop¼1�34� 1014 cm�3).

Also shown are the carrier lifetimes for the different models

of the Auger recombination. At high injections, the model of

Glunz et al. equals the model of Sinton et al.

zAt high injections only using the Coulomb-enhanced Auger

recombination coefficient CA of 1.66� 10�30 cm6/s. xSinton RA (private communication).
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the bulk recombination. However, for a sample without a

diffused emitter and a negligible surface recombination,

the measured minority carrier lifetime would be limited by

the intrinsic bulk minority carrier lifetime tbulk,intr which is

given by the radiative recombination and the Auger

recombination. In silicon, the radiative recombination

under low injection conditions plays no significant role.

Furthermore, it is assumed that for high minority carrier

lifetime material, such as float-zone grown material, the

Shockley–Read–Hall recombination does not affect the

bulk recombination significantly. In this case, one can

assume that the bulk recombination at low injections is

solely limited by the Auger recombination. This assump-

tion leads to an upper bound for the determination of J0e.
For the more general case of low minority carrier lifetime

material, the Shockley–Read–Hall recombination cannot

be neglected. In this case, the extraction of J0e will have a
large uncertainty and the determined values have to be

verified with values of J0e determined at high-level

injections. Nevertheless, at low-level injections, equation

(1) can be simplified by considering the term in brackets

only to be dependent on Ndop. It can be applied for lowly

injected substrates where the bulk minority carrier lifetime

determined by Auger recombination does not depend on

the excess carrier density such as in high-level injection,

see Figure 5.

The intrinsic bulk minority carrier lifetime tbulk,intr of

the investigated substrates can be calculated by

the different models for the Auger recombination. The

determined values for tbulk,intr at Dn¼ 3� 1015 cm�3 are

493ms for the model of Schmidt et al., 562ms for

the model of Glunz et al. and 706ms for the model of Kerr

et al. Additionally, the bulk minority carrier lifetime has

been measured at bare silicon wafers immersed in

hydrofluoric acid to suppress surface recombination. The

bulk minority carrier lifetime was determined to be around

550ms for undiffused, non-gettered substrates with a

resistivity of 0.5V cm. With the model of Glunz et al., and
Schmidt et al., an intrinsic bulk minority carrier lifetime in

the range of the measured value for tbulk,intr has been

calculated. The values for tbulk,intr with the Auger

parameterization of Kerr et al. is much higher, thus giving

an upper bound for tbulk,intr. Taking also the measured bulk

minority carrier lifetime of 550ms into account an error

margin can be given for the determination of J0e in low

injection regime.

The requirement for low injection is fulfilled for excess

carrier densities below Dn¼ 3� 1015 cm�3, as shown in

Figure 5 for an untextured sample with an emitter sheet

resistance of 130V/&. The different parameterizations of

the Auger recombination and the nonlinear dependence of

the Auger recombination even at quite low-level injections

have a direct influence on J0e, calculated by the modified

equation (1). With the model for the Auger recombination

of Kerr et al., the emitter saturation current density varies

from 18 fA/cm2 to 14 fA/cm2 for an excess carrier density

range of Dn¼ 5� 1014 and Dn¼ 3� 1015 cm�3. The

models of Glunz et al. and Schmidt at al. lead to lower

values for J0e and are between 16 and 13 fA/cm
2 and 15 and

12 fA/cm2, respectively. At low-level injections, the results

determined with the model of Schmidt et al. and Glunz

et al. are in good agreement. The model for the Auger

recombination of Kerr et al. is used in this investigation due
to similar reasons as in high injection regimes. The

determined values for J0e are slightly higher compared to

the other models. Thus, a more conservative estimation is

given.

4. APPLICATION OF THE
METHODS IN HIGH AND LOW
INJECTION REGIMES FOR
DIFFERENT EMITTER PROFILES
AND SURFACES

4.1. Comparison of the emitter saturation
current density determined in high and low
injection regimes

The determination of J0e for different emitter profiles with

the presented methods in high and low injection regimes

for textured and untextured surfaces is shown in Figure 6

and Figure 7. In high injection regimes, different slopes for

different emitter profiles can be observed. The extraction of

J0e has been performed for excess carrier densities between

Dn1¼ 8� 1015 and Dn2¼ 3� 1016 cm�3, fulfilling the

requirement of high-level injection. The linearity of the

Auger-corrected minority carrier lifetime curves show that

the Auger parameterization of Kerr et al. is appropriate for
the extraction of J0e. The slope for highly doped emitters is

higher than for lightly doped emitters and the slopes of

Figure 5. Measured effective carrier lifetime (circles) versus

excess carrier density for a p-type float-zone silicon sample with

a substrate resistivity of 0�5V cm (Ndop¼3�26�1016 cm�3).

Also shown are the carrier lifetimes for the radiative recombina-

tion and for the different models of the Auger recombination.
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samples with textured surfaces are higher than for samples

with untextured surfaces. The latter observation can be

explained with an increase of the surface area due to the

inverted pyramids geometry, whereas the former is due to

an increase of the Auger recombination in the highly doped

emitter region.

For the same reason, the effective minority carrier

lifetime curves for samples with highly doped emitters are

below the curves of lightly doped emitters and samples

with textured surfaces have a lower effective carrier

lifetime than samples with untextured surfaces. A

comparison of the emitter saturation current density

extracted by IDLS in high and low injection regimes,

reveals a good agreement for the investigated emitter

diffusion profiles. These results show that an accurate

determination of J0e can be performed either for lightly or

highly doped substrates.

With the information of the emitter saturation current

density, it is furthermore possible to calculate the

theoretical maximum open-circuit voltage Voc,max via the

one diode equation for a symmetrical test structure by

Voc;max ¼ kT

q
ln

Jsc

2J0e
þ 1

� �
(2)

whereas a short-circuit current density Jsc for the AM1.5G

spectrum at an illumination intensity of 100mW/cm2 of

38mA/cm2 and a temperature of 258C has been assumed.

In Figure 8 the emitter saturation current density and the

calculated maximum open-circuit voltage versus the

phosphorus doping concentration NP,0 at the surface of

test structures with different substrate resistivities for

untextured and textured surfaces is shown. Both high and

low injection methods for the determination of the emitter

saturation current density are in good agreement, see

Figure 7. Effective carrier lifetime versus excess carrier density for untextured (left) und textured (right) sampleswith different emitter

profiles on p-type float-zone silicon with a substrate resistivity of 0�5V cm. The values for J0e were determined at n¼ 3� 1015 cm�3.

Figure 6. Inverse effective lifetime reduced by inverse Auger lifetime versus excess carrier density for untextured (left) und textured

(right) samples with different emitter profiles on p-type float-zone silicon with a substrate resistivity of 100V cm.
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Table I. A decrease of J0e for decreasing NP,0 of the

phosphorus doped emitters can be observed and is in good

correlation to other emitter studies [1,3,5,7].

4.2. Emitter saturation current density on
untextured and textured surfaces for deep-
diffused emitter profiles

The application of a surface texture generally increases the

emitter saturation current density. For highly doped

emitters the ratio between J0e,textured and J0e,untextured is

in the range of 1.2–1.6. This corresponds quite well to an

increase of the surface area, due to the inverted pyramids

geometry, by a factor of about 1.7. However, for lightly

doped emitters the ratio is well above the ‘‘geometry’’

factor. For an additional post-oxidation anneal time of

120min, the factor even increased to a value of 3.9 (see

Table II and Figure 8) due to the lower phosphorus doping

concentrations at the surface and the deeper p-n junction.

The emitter sheet resistance is decreased with the

additional post-oxidation anneal.

This increase is explained by Glunz et al. [4] with the

three-dimensional geometry of the inverted pyramids.

The diffusion and thus the resulting emitter profiles on

textured surfaces are not identical to the ones on untextured

surfaces. In the top parts of the pyramids, an increased

doping concentration may be present for a volume unit of

silicon, whereas at the bottom, a lower concentration of

doping atoms per silicon volume is available. On the side

walls of the pyramids similar conditions as on untextured

surfaces are expected. Due to the lower doping concen-

tration at the bottom tips of the pyramids, the screening of

recombination centers at the surface by lightly doped

emitters is insufficient. This effect can also be deduced

from the results of the emitter study performed by King

et al. [1]

Figure 8. Emitter saturation current density versus phosphorus

doping concentration at the surface of symmetrical test struc-

tures with different substrate resistivities for untextured and

textured surfaces (full symbols). The samples with a post-

oxidation anneal time of 120min are marked (open symbols).

The data for the substrate resistivity of 100V cm and a post-

oxidation anneal for 20min have been fitted empirically by the

function J0e¼ (a NP,0
bþ c) A/cm2. For untextured and

textured surfaces, the fitting parameters are a¼ 3.728�
10�36� 4.832� 10�36, b¼ 1.137� 0.025, c¼ 7.12 � 10�15�
4.12�10�16 and a¼4.388� 10�32� 8.477� 10�32, b¼ 0.941�

0.166, c¼ 1.41� 10�14� 7.44� 10�15, respectively.

Table II. Ratio of the emitter saturation current density of

untextured and textured surfaces determined in high and low

injection regimes.

nþ-diffusion

(V/&)

rbase¼0.5V cm

low injection regime

rbase¼100V cm high

injection regime

J0e,text/J0e,untext J0e,text/J0e,untext

16 1.2 1.6

130 1.9 2.3

210 2.2 2.0

290 2.9 2.4

15a 1.4 1.2

220a 3.5 3.9

aAdditional post-oxidation anneal time of 120min.

Table I. Emitter saturation current density determined in high and low injection regimes at a temperature of 258C for different diffused

emitter profiles on untextured and textured surfaces.

rbase¼ 0�5V cm low injection regime rbase¼ 100V cm high injection regime

untextured textured untextured textured

rsheet (V/&) J0e (fA/cm2) Voc,max (mV) J0e (fA/cm2) Voc,max (mV) J0e (fA/cm2) Voc,max (mV) J0e (fA/cm2) Voc,max (mV)

16 172 675 206 660 144 679 225 658

130 16 736 30 710 14 739 33 708

210 10 748 22 718 10 748 20 721

290 8 754 23 717 9 751 23 717

15a 149 679 166 676 215 669 201 671

220a 11 746 38 714 11 746 43 710

aAdditional post-oxidation anneal time of 120min.
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4.3. Determination of emitter saturation
current densities and surface recombination
velocities on the basis of numerical
simulations of effective carrier lifetimes

The emitter saturation current density can be determined

experimentally for highly and lightly doped emitters for a

wide range of substrate resistivities with the different

methods in high and low injection regimes. Additionally,

the effective minority carrier lifetimes which are deter-

mined by the IDLS can be simulated numerically with

PC1D [20]. In PC1D the Fermi-Dirac distribution function

is approximated by Boltzmann statistics, which is quite

appropriate when the Fermi level is > EC-3kT or

<EVþ 3kT. Nevertheless, it is acceptable to perform the

numerical device simulations with PC1D due to the fact

that only lightly doped emitter profiles with NP,0

< 1019 cm�3 are investigated. The simulations are based

on a symmetrical structure with the same doping profiles

on both sides. The applied phosphorus emitter profiles are

shown in Figure 2. The substrate resistivities are 0.5 and

100V cm. For the substrate resistivity of 0.5V cm, the

intrinsic bulk minority carrier lifetime of 706ms,
calculated by the Auger model of Kerr et al., has been

applied. A bulk minority carrier lifetime of 10 ms has been

assumed for a substrate resistivity of 100Vcm. For the

calculation of the average excess carrier density the

spectrum of the flash lamp of the QSSPC measuring setup

is used. The most important parameters for the numerical

device simulations of the symmetrical test structures with

PC1D are summarized in the appendix.

By varying the illumination intensity and calculating the

average excess carrier density Dnav and the cumulative

photogeneration G of the symmetrical structure, the

effective minority carrier lifetimes can be determined by

teff¼Dnav /G, as already shown by Neuhaus et al. [21] The
cumulative photogeneration has been additionally verified

by ray tracing simulations with SUNRAYS [22], which

employs Monte Carlo simulations and includes the exact

geometry of the texture (inverted pyramids) and the

material properties of the silicon oxide layer. The surface

recombination velocity S0 is then adjusted in PC1D in order

to obtain a good agreement between simulated and

measured carrier lifetime curves. The saturation current

density of the emitter is calculated simultaneously

corresponding to the determined S0.
Figure 9 shows the measured and simulated effective

carrier lifetime versus the excess carrier density for

samples with untextured surfaces. The bulk minority

carrier lifetime curves, including radiative recombination,

Shockley–Read–Hall recombination and Auger recombi-

nation are also shown. For samples with a substrate

resistivity of 100V cm the simulations show that the bulk

minority carrier lifetime is dominated by Shockley–Read–

Hall recombination at low injections for the assumed bulk

minority carrier lifetime of 10ms and by Auger

recombination at high injections. For both highly and

lightly doped emitters, the effective carrier lifetime at high

injections is limited by the emitter recombination. In

contrast to lightly doped emitters, one can see that for

highly doped emitters the effective carrier lifetime is

limited by the emitter recombination over the entire

injection range. The effective carrier lifetime of samples

with a substrate resistivity of 0.5V cm and different

emitters are strongly affected by the Auger recombination

at high injections. In low injection regimes, one can see that

the Auger recombination (limited by the calculated

intrinsic bulk minority carrier lifetime) is not the limiting

factor in achieving high effective carrier lifetimes. In this

case, the emitter recombination is dominant and reduces

the effective carrier lifetimes by the constant amount of J0e.

Figure 9. Effective carrier lifetime versus excess carrier density

for untextured samples with different emitter profiles on p-type

float-zone siliconwith a substrate resistivity of 0�5V cm (top) and

100V cm (bottom). The lines represent the simulated values of

the effective carrier lifetimes for different surface recombination

velocities.
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A good agreement is obtained between the simulations of

the surface recombination velocities for a substrate

resistivity of 0.5 and 100V cm. The corresponding values

for J0e are shown in Table III.

The presented way to determine the surface recombina-

tion velocity of highly and lowly doped emitters is the

numerical simulation of effective carrier lifetimes with

PC1D. Another way is the analytical calculation of S0 as
proposed by Cuevas et al. [3] A comparison of the surface

recombination velocity versus the phosphorus doping

concentration at the surface is shown in Figure 10 for both

the numerical device simulations and the analytical

approach. One can observe a good agreement between

the numerically simulated and analytically calculated

values. As already reported by various authors [1,3,5], S0
decreases with a decreasing phosphorus doping concen-

tration at the surface.

A comparison of the determined emitter saturation

current densities for the methods in high and low injection

regimes and for the values of J0e, calculated by numerical

device simulations, is shown in Table III. A good

agreement can be observed for the values of J0e determined

at high-level and low-level injection and by numerical

device simulations.

5. SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS

In this study, the emitter saturation current density J0e of
differently doped phosphorus emitters was measured by

means of IDLS in high and low injection regimes. The

influence of various models for the Auger recombination

on the evaluation of J0e was investigated. For highly

injected substrates, the model of Sinton et al., Kerr et al.,
and Glunz et al. can be applied when the excess carrier

density is one order of magnitude higher than the substrate

doping concentration. In this case, the different models for

the Auger recombination result in the same values of J0e.
However, the model of Kerr et al. can be applied for much

higher excess carrier densities. Due to the nonlinearity of

the model of Schmidt et al. over a wide range of excess

carrier densities, the extracted values for J0e are not

reliable. With the Auger parameterization of Kerr et al. the
intrinsic bulk minority carrier lifetime at low injections can

be calculated, giving an upper bound for J0e and thus a

Figure 10. Surface recombination velocity versus phosphorus

doping concentration simulated for p-type silicon with a sub-

strate resistivity of 0�5 and 100V cm.

Table III. Emitter saturation current density determined under high and low injection regimes at a temperature of 258C for different

diffused emitter profiles on untextured and textured surfaces.

nþ-diffusion (V/&) rbase¼0�5V cm

low injection regime

rbase¼ 100V cm

high injection regime

rbase¼ 0�5V cm

(simulations)

rbase¼ 100V cm

(simulations)

J0e (fA/cm2)

untextured

16 172 144 143 91

130 16 14 14 13

210 10 10 12 11

290 8 9 9 10

15a 149 215 149 119

220a 11 11 13 12

textured

16 206 225 161 172

130 30 33 24 21

210 22 20 21 23

290 23 23 19 17

15a 166 201 167 187

220a 38 43 41 39

aAdditional post-oxidation anneal time of 120min.
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more conservative estimation. In this study the Auger

parameterization of Kerr et al. is used because a wide range
of excess carrier densities can be used to determine J0e
accurately in high and low injection regimes.

The results for samples with different phosphorus

emitter doping profiles on textured and untextured surfaces

show that J0e decreases with decreasing surface doping

concentration. However, on lightly doped emitters the

surface texture has a detrimental impact on J0e. The

investigations show that the values of J0e are much higher

than of the geometrical surface area ratio of 1.7 between

textured and untextured surfaces.

Furthermore, numerical device simulations have been

performed to determine the surface recombination velocity

and the emitter saturation current density of the respective

samples based on the measured effective carrier lifetime

curves. A good correlation was found between the different

methods at high and low injections and the numerical

device simulation, showing that an accurate determination

of J0e is independent of the base resistivity and possible for
both low and high resistivity substrates.
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APPENDIX

For the Auger recombination in heavily doped and/or

highly injected silicon substrates, the Auger recombination

coefficients are Cn¼ 2.2� 10�31 cm6/s for n-type and

Cp¼ 9.9� 10�32 cm6/s for p-type silicon substrates. At

high injections, the Coulomb-enhanced Auger recombina-

tion coefficient CA¼ 1.66� 10�30 cm6/s is used [16]. The

bandgap narrowing is calculated as proposed by Cuevas

et al: with A¼ 13.9meV and Nref¼ 1.3� 1017 cm�3 [3].

The mobility for holes is calculated by the maximum

mobility coefficient of 470.5 cm2/(Vs), and the

minimum mobility coefficient of 155 cm2/(Vs) with

Nref¼ 1� 1017 cm�3 and a= 0.9 [3].
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